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ABSTRACT                                                       With increasing attention on discursive power, the “proper telling of China’s story” (jianghao zhongguo gushi) has recently become a key slogan in mainland China. Held within the sociopolitical context of reform and opening-up, the televised and interpreter-mediated premier’s press conferences constitute such a discursive event that facilitates the articulation of China’s discourse to domestic and international audiences. This corpus-based CDA study explores how China’s discourse on its past actions and accomplishments is mediated by government interpreters cross-linguistically in China’s global voice — English. Through investigating the concordance lines containing the top 3 self-referential items (we/China/government), the use of present perfect (continuous) structures is established as a prominent feature in (re)presenting Beijing’s achievements in English. Critical comparisons with the Chinese originals suggest the interpreters’ proliferated use of these structures, which discursively leads to a stronger level of accomplishment, positive self-portrayal and, resultantly, political legitimisation. This interdisciplinary study highlights the interpreters’ often neglected yet vital agency in further legitimating and (re)constructing China’s image as important (re)tellers of “China’s story” beyond national borders. This is particularly the case, given the mediat(is)ed and (re)mediat(is)ed nature of the high-profile event.
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1. Introduction

Held within the broader historical period of the pragmatic Reform and Opening-up, the interpreter-mediated Premier-Meets-the-Press conferences are a televised annual event in post-1978 China. Initially a one-off ad hoc event, the premier’s press conferences gradually became institutionalised and routinised in 1993 and started to be widely televised in 1998 (Yi 2016a). A typical discursive event and locus of ideology, the high-profile press conferences constitute an important regime of truth (Foucault 1984), enabling the Chinese premier to communicate China’s international diplomacy and domestic developments to a global audience and, in doing so, contribute to China’s growing discursive power (Gustafsson 2014). Given the very nature of the televised press conferences, the premier’s utterances, without doubt, represent a form of “mediatised” (Chouliaraki 2007, 1) political discourse that is also mediated and (re)mediated at various other levels (see section 2 for further discussion).
Unsurprisingly, apart from setting the agenda for the year and years to come, a routine and ritualised component of the televised press conferences involves articulating China’s past actions and achievements (which bears some resemblance to a corporate annual report). Shifting away from a predominantly ideology-driven and charisma-based style of governance, legitimacy in the broader post-1978 China, as recognised by Fewsmith (2010) and Guo (2006), depends very much upon the government’s successful deliverance of concrete tangible things to the Chinese people. That is to say, in many ways, the sustained rule of the central government rests on the utilitarian socioeconomic benefits it delivers or at least on what it promises to achieve. If it fails to do so in an adequate manner, the government risks diminishing “the trust of the citizens” and potentially even losing its “legitimacy” (Salevao 2005, 152). Given the increasingly people-oriented approach and performance-based legitimacy (Zhao 2009) found in recent decades in the maintenance of government-citizen relationship, from the perspective of discourse, accomplishments not mentioned are as good as accomplishments never achieved. As such, the televised and interpreter-mediated press conferences offer the Chinese leadership a rare opportunity to appeal to the people, seek consent and accolade from the public and gain widespread recognition globally, partly, through enumerating its past actions and achievements.
The Premier-Meets-the-Press conferences are interpreted by government interpreters in China, who are civil servants associated with the Department of Translation and Interpretation as part of China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (FMPRC). The government-affiliated interpreters are graduates from top universities in China and need to undergo strict selection processes to be recruited into the translation and interpretation department. These interpreters are usually Communist Party members themselves, thus representing the upper echelon of China’s ruling élite (Gu 2018). Despite the traditional view of interpreters being accurate and impartial “conduits” (Reddy 1979) without agency, the dynamic, mediat(is)ed and necessarily negotiated nature of the political press conferences points to the potential for discursive manipulation that might occur in the communicative process. In other words, this highlights the potential mediating role of the interpreter as an additional subjective actor (Beaton 2007) in conveying the government’s official message “across national borders” (Schäffner 2017, 99) and, in doing so, constructing certain image. Therefore, it is of particular interest to examine the way in which China’s past actions and achievements are mediated and (re)presented in the interpreted English discourse, that is, China’s international “voice” in the global arena.
Drawing on a large corpus consisting of 20 years’ press conference data (1998-2017), this corpus-based CDA study aims to find out: (1) how are China’s past actions and achievements (re)presented in the interpreted English discourse? (2) are there any visible differences between the presentational discourses in both languages and, if so, to what extent are the identified linguistic and discursive patterns triggered by explicit markers in the Chinese original? and (3) what are the potential discursive effects and ramifications of this from the perspective of image (re)construction, particularly given the increasingly mediat(is)ed world we live in where the interpreted discourse is routinely (re)contextualised and intertextually quoted on various media platforms.
Essentially interdisciplinary in nature, this corpus-based CDA study fills several gaps. First and foremost, this study promises to further contribute to translation and interpreting studies (TIS) through examining such sociopolitical and cultural dimensions relating to ideology, discourse and power (e.g. the interpreter’s agency and ideological mediation), following the “cultural turn” (Bassnett and Lefevere 1990, 1) in TIS. To varying degrees, the study also enriches multilingual Critical Discourse Analysis (the discursive re-construction of institutional and political discourse across languages), media and communication studies (mediated and remediated political communication), political science and Chinese studies (political legitimation in the Chinese context) and image studies (the discursive re-construction of China’s image).

2. Interpreted English discourse in a mediat(is)ed world: China’s global voice

At a time when China is increasingly seeking to pursue discursive power and have its “story” properly told (jianghao zhongguo gushi), the discourse articulated at the press conferences is particularly significant when rendered into the global lingua franca English and then (re)mediat(is)ed on various media platforms. Whilst the premier’s original Chinese discourse is mostly of relevance in a domestic context, the English discourse represents in many ways China’s global voice. That is, the interpreted discourse is usually taken for granted as the officially sanctioned, authoritative and, therefore, indisputably correct version of China’s voice (Gu 2018). This highlights the importance of interpreting in order for China’s discourse to gain currency globally.
The significance of the interpreted English discourse is further amplified by the fact that we are living in an increasingly globalised and mediatised world. Thanks to modern technology, the interpreters’ utterances made at the televised press conferences are often quoted verbatim by international news networks such as the CNN, BBC and Al Jazeera as part of the breaking news, featured in the headlines of influential newspapers like the Guardian and the New York Times and possibly (re)mediat(is)ed (Chouliaraki 2013) and (re)contextualised on various social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Furthermore, the interpreted English discourse is also often invoked by international think tanks and the academic circle as a convincing source of official information in analysing Beijing’s policies, positions and concerns. More often than not, this is achieved without explicitly mentioning that the quoted information is not the Chinese officials’ original message but the English version (re)articulated by interpreters.
The following example is an apt case in point, which illustrates the crucial importance of China’s interpreted discourse. During the press conference in March 2016, the sluggish economic growth became a focal point that attracted widespread international attention. At the conference, Premier Li Keqiang addressed journalist’s question in Mandarin Chinese concerning China’s economic growth and his answer was rendered into English by the interpreter consecutively. Almost immediately, the premier was quoted verbatim on the BBC English webpage as saying that China will “not suffer a hard landing, we have full confidence in the bright future of the Chinese economy” (BBC News 2016). This reassuring message was also (re)mediat(is)ed and quoted widely by influential TV networks and media outlets such as China’s Xinhua news agency (English version), Australia’s ABC News and Reuters. At a time when there was widespread uncertainty in the international community over whether there would be sustained economic growth in China, this type of interpreted message, once mediat(is)ed and (re)mediat(is)ed, can have far-reaching global ramifications discursively in shaping international opinion and forging a particular image for the Chinese government.
As such, rather than “being an inconsequential derivative or epiphenomenon”, the interpreted English discourse constitutes China’s global “voice” that is “capable of effecting change in its own right” (Gu 2018, 245) both regionally and internationally. In many ways, such a voice can carry more discursive power than the Chinese original. This points to the pivotal role of interpreters in communicating beyond national borders and facilitating China’s increasing bid to engage proactively on an international stage as intercultural and interlingual agents.

3. Theoretical framework and methodology: a corpus-based CDA in analysing (interpreted) political discourse

This study adopts an analytical approach of corpus-based CDA to explore critically the interpreters’ mediation of China’s discourse on its past achievements. Viewing discourse as essentially a form of social practice (Fairclough and Wodak 1997) that is both socially shaped and socially shaping, the aim of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is to problematise and unpack the often hidden ideologies and opaque power relations enacted in discourse through close examination of the text. CDA is a problem-oriented and socially engaged framework as it focuses not only on various linguistic units per se but also on the sociopolitical and ideological dimensions of certain linguistic choices. Rather than a monolithic research programme, CDA is essentially multifarious and heterogeneous in nature. According to Wodak (2011: 50), there are six major schools or subtrends within CDA, which are “social semiotics”, the Foucauldian post structuralism, the socio-cognitive model, Discourse-Historical approach, Lexicometry and the “Lesarten” approach. Nevertheless, CDA is united by the “shared perspective on doing linguistic, semiotic or discourse analysis” (van Dijk 1993: 131), that is, the shared view of language as social practice as well as the common critical take-nothing-at-face-value and take-nothing-for-granted attitude (Gu 2018, 247).
Despite the usefulness of CDA, this predominantly qualitative approach is not without its critics. Amongst the common criticisms is that researchers might sometimes cherry pick desirable information from a relatively small amount of data (Widdowson 1995). This, therefore, calls into question the representativeness of the qualitative analysis and, hence, the generalisability and validity of the results. To reduce researcher bias and more systematically approach a sizeable amount of data, methods of corpus linguistics are increasingly incorporated into the actual data analysis (cf. Hardt-Mautner 1995; Partington 2004) as a “useful methodological synergy” (Baker et al. 2008) triangulating between the typically qualitative and quantitative. Such a triangulatory mixed-methods approach has been extensively employed in studying monolingual discursive communication. 
However, while there is a growing number of studies that use qualitative CDA in exploring ideology and power embedded in translation/written bilingual communication (Hatim & Mason 1990; Kang 2007; Munday 2007; Zhang 2013) and interpreting/oral bilingual communication (Beaton 2007; Beaton-Thome 2013), a corpus-based CDA approach is very rarely systematically applied in studying bilingual discursive communication including translation and interpreting. The very few examples of this corpus-based approach to CDA include Kim’s (2013; 2017) studies. The former study investigates how American and South Korean news discourses on North Korea are mediated via translation, drawing on corpus data extracted from Newsweek/Newsweek Hangukpan and CNN International/CNN Hanguel News. In her corpus-based CDA study from 2017, she focuses on Newsweek discourses on China and their Korean translations in Newsweek Hangukpan. Her analysis shows that Newsweek Hangukpan tends to be selective and chooses to translate elements that are more closely related to South Korea. Furthermore, Newsweek Hangukpan often distances itself from certain views expressed in the English source text (ST) by (re)constructing the voice from its own perspective. Another two empirical studies adopting this methodological approach are Li’s (2016) study and Wang and Feng’s (2018) study, both drawing on political translation and interpretation corpus data in the Chinese context. In the former, attention is focused on the role of the translators/interpreters in mediating appraisal resources when rendering China’s political discourse (Chinese-English). In the latter, the authors examine the interpreters’ treatment of the attitude-laden lexical item 问题 (wenti) as a critical point that is indicative of interpreters’ stance-taking in the decision-making process. The study shows that the interpreters’ lexical choices and interpretation reflect the Chinese government’s attitude and stance on various sociopolitical issues.
As such, it is interesting to see how this corpus-based CDA approach can help relatively systematically examine the interpreters’ mediation of Beijing’s discourse on its past achievements. Given the nature and specific purposes of this study, the actual data analysis does not confine itself to any of the above-mentioned CDA subtrends. Instead, the corpus-based CDA analysis reported on here involves close critical comparisons between the STs and TTs, focusing on the shifts or “added value” that come about in the interpreting process (see section 4 for more details).

4. Corpus data and procedures for analysis

The corpus employed in this article is the CE-PolitDisCorp (Chinese-English) corpus established during the author’s doctoral study. The aim of the corpus is to study the various aspects of China’s political discourse in both languages. The CE-PolitDisCorp consists of 20 years of China’s Premier-Meets-the-Press conference data (1998-2017) and there is one such conference each year. Therefore, there are 20 press conferences in total in the data, covering three latest administrations so far, that is, Jiang-Zhu (1998-2002), Hu-Wen (2003-2012) and Xi-Li (2013-2017) respectively. On average, one press conference lasts about two hours.
Ranked after the Chinese president, the Chinese premier is the second most important person in China’s political hierarchy. Therefore, the televised and high-profile press conferences constitute a most authoritative source for the media and the general public to access China’s official policies and positions. Interestingly, at these press conferences, journalists’ questions are pre-vetted and “preselected” (Yi 2016b, 5474). Furthermore, domestic journalists in China are found to habitually ask relatively easy softball questions, whereas international journalists tend to pose more critical, challenging and face-threatening questions (Du and Rendle-Short 2016). At the press conferences, a wide range of topics are covered, including such domestic and international issues as China’s political and economic restructuring, anti-corruption campaigns, Tibet, Taiwan, the US election, the global financial crisis and the situation on the Korean Peninsula.
Although transcripts of the press conferences are available on China’s government websites, the transcripts are extensively edited and, thus, do not always accurately reflect what was said by the Chinese premier and the interpreter. With this in mind, the corpus data was meticulously transcribed from the videos available on China’s official websites as well as on such sites as YouTube in a verbatim manner. The data transcription process was labour-intensive and time-consuming in nature. The data is subdivided into the Chinese subcorpus (the premier’s original utterances in Chinese) and the English subcorpus (the respective interpretations into English). The fully prepared data (e.g. after segmentation for Chinese) is analysed using the AntConc software (3.4.4 windows) developed by Laurence Anthony at the Waseda University. The corpus linguistics software contains a range of functions including wordlist generation (lexical frequency), concordancing, Kwic sorting as well as useful tools to explore collocations and N-grams/clusters in the corpus data. 
Given that the interpreted discourse represents China’s global voice and is the one that receives global attention, the English discourse is prioritised in order to identify interesting patterns systematically. The identified patterns are then retrospectively compared with their Chinese counterparts. With this in mind, regarding the specific procedures adopted, the top three self-referential items relating to China/Chinese government are first established using AntConc’s worldlist function in English. Concordance lines are then retrieved using the self-referential items as search words. The generated concordance lines in English are further sorted to isolate those that concern specifically the (re)presentation of China’s past actions and achievements. The patterns identified are then critically contrasted with their Chinese counterparts as a way to indicate the extent to which the patterns are directly triggered by the Chinese originals or are the result of interpreter mediation.
In carrying out manual comparisons between the Source Text (Chinese discourse) and the Target Text (interpreted English discourse), a particularly instrumental concept here is “translation shift”, that is, the “departure” from formal correspondence in the process of translation (Catford 1965, 73). Such shifts or departures (e.g. additions and omissions) can subsume a range of changes which occur at lexical, semantic, syntactic, morphological, pragmatic and/or stylistic levels in the communicative process, that is, translation/interpreting. There are, according to Toury (1995, 57), two main types of shifts: (1)“obligatory shifts”, that is, the changes that occur due to the systematic grammatical differences between two languages and (2) “optional shifts”, that is, the changes that are optional in nature. The latter category often reflects and indicates the interpreter’s particular strategies as well as (ideological) involvement in the decision-making and interpreting process. 
As such, the concept “shift” provides a useful descriptive device for critically comparing the ST and TT, without necessarily “stigmatising” the latter (Mouka, Saridakis and Fotopoulou 2015, 36). In other words, any shifts identified should not automatically be considered interpreting errors but rather as a useful analytical tool which permits the researcher to better understand what has happened in the interpreting process. Unlike the analysis of monolingual discourse, the inherently contrastive and bilingual nature of the present study makes it possible to more objectively trace (Gu 2018, 248) and explain the extent to which the interpreted English is determined by the structure of the Chinese ST.

5. Data analysis
To explore how China’s past actions and accomplishments are discursively (re)presented in the interpreted discourse, lexical items relating to China’s institutional self-referentiality are first established in the English subcorpus using AntConc’s wordlist tool. Each and every (political) system, according to Luhmann (1990, 19), is confronted with the need to form a unique identity and with the “imperative to legitimate itself”. As such, autonomous or “autopoietic” systems, institutions and organisations, through self-referencing, recursively produce and reproduce elements central to themselves (ibid., 39-40), for instance, in the form of institutional rules, regulations and policies in order to thrive and continue their existence.
Unsurprisingly, the first-person plural “we” and its related forms “our”, “us”, “ours”, “ourselves” (2989 instances), “China” and its related form “Chinese” (1411 instances) as well as “government(s)” (596 instances) are identified as the top three categories of self-referentiality directly referring to the Chinese government1, which statistically account for 89.9% of all self-referential terms in the English subcorpus. Given the purpose of this study to explore the presentational discourse of China’s past achievements, only “we” (2103 instances), “China” (1076 instances) and “government”
___________
1 Given the current one-party rule in mainland China, ‘we’, ‘China’ and ‘government’ should all be considered self-referential items related to the Chinese government represented by the Chinese Communist Party.


(512 instances), which can assume the subject position in sentences and clauses, are further explored. With this as a useful point of departure, these self-referential items are respectively searched in the English subcorpus to generate concordance lines.
The retrieved concordance lines are then further sorted using AntConc’s sorting function to identify interesting patterns. Close manual examination of the concordance lines shows that, in the discursive (re)presentation of China’s past accomplishments, the present perfect and, to a lesser extent, present perfect continuous are predominant structures that are worthy of further attention. Notably, there are 272 instances of the “we have done/been doing” structures in total out of 2103 instances of “we” in the English subcorpus (12.9%). Similarly, there are 42 concordance lines featuring “China has done/been doing” out of a total of 1076 concordance lines containing “China” (3.9%). Likewise, 23 instances of the “government has done/been doing” structures are found out of 512 concordance lines featuring “government” (4.49%).
Compared with simple past, present perfect (continuous) indicates additional semantic meaning. Based on the distinction drawn by Huddleston (1984), whilst simple past tense refers to exclusive past (excluding discussions of the present), the present perfect (continuous) refers to inclusive past, suggesting a relationship between the past and now (and possibly the future). In other words, unlike the simple past tense, the present perfect (continuous) tends to emphasise a past action’s current and future relevance. The use of the present perfect (continuous) structures has been discussed mostly qualitatively within the tradition of CDA as a way of relating “past achievements to the present situation and to the future in prospect” (Flowerdew 2012, 77) as in the example “Hong Kong has achieved more than anyone could ever have predicted”. As such, discursively and rhetorically, the employment of the present perfect (continuous) structures can be viewed as an emphatic and ideologically salient way of presenting a particular social actor’s past actions and achievements.
For more contextualised analysis on the (re)presentation of China’s past achievements in English, the present perfect (continuous) structures containing “we have”, “China has” and “government has” are respectively explored in the English subcorpus. The isolated concordance lines are then critically compared with their corresponding Chinese originals (Source Text or ST) to determine the extent to which the prominent structures are triggered by the Chinese ST. 
Unlike English, where verb form changes indicate tense, Chinese is an aspect language where verb forms remain unchanged regardless of the event. To “express temporal and aspectual meanings”, explicit time adverbs, aspect markers (e.g. le), and context need to be extensively used (Xiao and Hu 2015, 149). The temporal aspect marker le can potentially be rendered into English using the simple past tense in some cases and present perfect in others. For Ross (1995: 87), the verb+le structure is more “often translated into English using past tense”. This is empirically corroborated by Zhao and Shen’s (1984) corpus-based research, suggesting that, out of 709 sentences in Chinese featuring the marker le, a majority (67%) are translated into English using the past tense and only a small minority are translated using the perfect tense. It is thus concluded that the marker le is largely used to describe past action. With this as an overall benchmark for comparison, the specific criteria adopted are discussed. If explicit markers such as 至今/迄今为止 (up to now), 十年来 (over the past ten years) and 已经 (already) are detected in the ST, they can be deemed direct triggers of the present perfect (continuous) structures used in English. Similarly, if explicit simple past markers such as 去年 (last year), 昨天 (yesterday), 上周 (last week) and 5年前 (5 years ago) are identified, the present perfect (continuous) use in English is decidedly not triggered by Chinese. In cases where there are no explicit markers in the STs, the specific contexts are taken into consideration and decisions are made on a case-by-case basis. More detailed discussions on we/China/government+present perfect (continuous) are presented below respectively.

5.1. “We have done/been doing” in interpreted English discourse

Attention is focused first on the present perfect (continuous) structures containing “we” in the English subcorpus. A close examination of the isolated concordance lines shows that the present perfect (continuous) structures are mostly used to describe the Chinese government’s past actions and achievements on the domestic front (see Fig. 1). These structures are found to collocate frequently with strong action verbs. Some of the action verbs are abolished, accomplished, achieved, adopted, agreed, allocated, built, decided, fulfilled, introduced, established, launched, gained, maintained, managed, upheld, entered, embarked on, enacted, controlled, upgraded, formulated amongst others. This, discursively, indicates a strong sense of action, competency and efficiency.

Fig. 1. A snapshot of the concordance lines featuring “we have done/been doing”.

For more detailed insights into the extent to which these particular structures were triggered by the Chinese STs, further comparative analyses were carried out. Given the sheer number of qualified concordance lines retrieved, a sampling of 100 concordance lines (5 lines per year in each of the 20 years’ data) was conducted. The sampled concordance lines were then manually compared with their respective STs. Table 1 illustrates the instances where the present perfect (continuous) structures were directly triggered by related markers in the Chinese STs over the 20 years.

1998	1999	2000	2001	2002	2003	2004	2005	2006	2007
2/5	4/5	0/5	0/5	0/5	2/5	0/5	3/5	2/5	3/5
2008	2009	2010	2011	2012	2013	2014	2015	2016	2017
0/5	3/5	0/5	0/5	1/5	1/5	1/5	0/5	2/5	2/5
Table 1 Instances where the present perfect (continuous) structures were directly triggered by the STs

As such, in the sampling of 100 instances, 26 are directly triggered by the Chinese STs (26%), whereas 74 instances are not directly triggered by the STs (74%). This pro rata means that approximately 201 out of the 272 instances of the present perfect (continuous) structures retrieved are not directly triggered by the Chinese STs (approximately 74%). 
In other words, in the (re)presentation of China’s past actions and accomplishments, the government-affiliated interpreters have shown a pronounced tendency to use the present perfect (continuous) in the English discourse2. To illustrate the interpreters’ proliferated employment of the present perfect (continuous) structures at a micro level, the following examples (with no explicit markers in the STs) are discussed.

Example 1 (1999)
ST: 我们在以江泽民同志为核心的党中央领导下，依靠全国人民的努力。我们站住了。这两个困难我们都挺过去了。
Gloss: We, under the leadership of the party Central Committee with comrade Jiang Zemin at its core, relied on the efforts of all the people nationwide. We stood firm. We managed to weather both of the two difficulties.
TT: Under the leadership of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China with comrade Jiang Zemin at its core and with the concerted efforts of the entire Chinese people, we have overcome these difficulties and stood rock-solid.




_______________
2 Notably, the instances of “we have already done” featuring the explicit marker “already” in the concordance lines (Fig. 1) tend to be triggered by the corresponding Chinese present perfect marker 已经 (yijing). However, there are still cases where the interpreters’ use of the “we have already done” structure is not the result of the Chinese STs.
Example 2 (2002)
ST: 本届政府发行了5100亿国债，带动了银行资金和其它资金渠道，一共完成了2万亿的工程...包括...5000公里的干线铁路...那么建设了95000万千瓦的电站，全部改造了农村的电网...
Gloss: This government issued 510 billion yuan of treasure bonds and mobilised bank capitals and capitals from other avenues, and in total completed 2-trillion-RMB-worth of projects...including...5,000 kilometres of trunk railways...so built power stations of 95 million kilowatts and comprehensively upgraded power grids in the countryside...
TT: In this government, we have issued a total of 510 billion yuan of treasury bonds. And with issuance of treasury bonds, we have managed to mobilise capital from the banks and from other sectors. So as a result over 2 trillion RMB yuan have been spent to undertake various kinds of projects...we have also built 5,000 kilometres of trunk railways...we have also built 95 million kilowatts of power stations and we have also upgraded the power grids throughout the country...

Example 3 (2006)
ST: 中国已经成为一个负责任的国家。第一，中国通过改革和建设，成功地解决了13亿人口的吃饭问题，消除了两亿多人口的贫困问题。中国的发展和稳定是对世界和平与繁荣的重大贡献。第二，中国通过建设的实践，摸索到了一条科学发展的道路[...]中国的发展不会给世界造成影响。
Gloss: China has already become a responsible country. Firstly, China, through reform and development, successfully solved the problem of feeding 1.3 billion people and eliminated the poverty problem for more than 200 million people. China’s development and stability is the biggest contribution to world peace and prosperity. Secondly, China, through the practice of development, discovered a road of scientific development[...]China’s development will not affect the world.
TT: China is already a responsible big country. Number one, through China’s reform and development, we have successfully resolved the problem of feeding 1.3 billion people in the world; we have successfully lifted over 200 million people out of poverty. China’s development and stability in itself constitutes a biggest contribution to peace and prosperity of the world. Number two, through China’s own development and practice in this regard, we have successfully explored a road towards scientific development[...]China’s development will have no adverse impact on the world.

These examples illustrate the interpreters’ tendency to use the present perfect (continuous) structures when there are no explicit relevant markers in Chinese. Often, these structures are juxtaposed with each other seemingly to form a parallel construction as evidenced saliently in examples 2-3 (notably in example 3, “successfully” is also repeatedly added in English). Discursively and rhetorically, the repeated and simultaneous employment of the structures in English appears to be a tally of the government’s accomplishments. This enhances the rhetorical force of the statement and makes the achievements more impressive and praiseworthy, thus leading to a more positive image of the government being highly motivated, efficient and competent (the discursive effects of the combined use of the present perfect (continuous) structures are elaborated in section 6, that is, the discussion section).

5.2. “China has done/been doing” in interpreted English discourse

Moving on to the China+present perfect (continuous) structures, a search of “China has” in the English subcorpus returned 42 concordance lines. As seen in Fig. 2, the structures are, once again, collocated with an array of strong action verbs such as adopted, developed, modernised, solved, deployed, launched and proposed. These exhibit positive semantic prosody, indicating a range of positive actions. Not surprisingly, unlike the situation in we have done/been doing discussed above (focusing on domestic achievements), the China has done/been doing structures tend to be more closely associated with China’s actions and achievements internationally. 

Fig. 2. A snapshot of the concordance lines featuring “China has done/been doing”.

Examples of this are: “China has not sought hegemonism”, “as for the non-traditional security threats as well as the occurrence of major natural disasters in the world, China has also adopted a cooperative stance” and “concerning China’s position on the G8 meeting, actually China has already made clear its positions”. The isolated concordance lines in English were then carefully compared with their Chinese counterparts to establish the percentage of the present perfect (continuous) structures that were directly triggered by explicit markers in the Chinese STs.

Statistically, only 17 (see Table 2) out of 42 instances of the China+present perfect (continuous) structures are directly triggered by explicit markers in the STs (40.5%). In other words, 59.5% of the retrieved concordance lines are not the direct result of the STs, thus once again indicating the interpreters’ preference to use the present perfect (continuous) structures in the English interpretation. The trend is illustrated in the following micro-level examples.

1998	1999	2000	2001	2002	2003	2004	2005	2006	2007
1/1	0/3	3/6	1/1	1/3	1/4	0/0	0/1	0/2	1/2
2008	2009	2010	2011	2012	2013	2014	2015	2016	2017
0/2	0/0	1/6	1/1	2/2	1/1	0/0	1/2	1/1	2/4

Table 2 Instances where the present perfect (continuous) structures were directly triggered by the STs

Example 4 (2003)
ST: 我亲眼目睹了在邓小平同志和江泽民同志的领导下中国改革开放和现代化建设所取得的巨大成就，中国面貌发生的历史性变化。
Gloss: I witnessed with my own eyes, under comrade Deng Xiaoping and comrade Jiang Zemin’s leadership, the tremendous achievements in China’s reform and opening-up and modernisation construction as well as the historic transformation in the face of China.
TT: I’ve seen with my own eyes, under the leadership of comrades Deng Xiaoping and Jiang Zemin, China has made remarkable achievements in its reform and opening-up programmes and China has undergone a historic transformation.

Example 5 (2017)
ST: 中国提出要和欧盟来谈判投资保护协定，希望能够得到积极的回应。
Gloss: China proposed to negotiate with the EU on the Bilateral Investment Treaty. Hopefully, positive response will be received.
TT: China has proposed to the EU that the two sides negotiate and conclude a BIT. We hope that this proposal will receive a positive response.

Example 6 (2010)
ST: 在涉及中国主权和领土完整的重大问题上，即使是中国很穷的时候，我们也是铮铮铁骨。
Gloss: On important issues bearing on China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, even at a time when China was very poor, we were steadfast and unyielding.
TT: China has been steadfast in upholding its sovereignty and territorial integrity, even when it was a very poor country.

Example 7 (2010)
ST: 在国际金融危机爆发和蔓延期间，人民币汇率保持基本稳定，对世界经济复苏做出了重要贡献。
Gloss: When the global financial crisis was breaking out and spreading, the RMB exchange rate remained basically stable, which made great contribution to the recovery of world economy.
TT: Since the outbreak of the international financial crisis, we have made strong efforts to keep RMB exchange rate at a stable level. This has played an important role in facilitating the recovery in the global economy.

Example 8 (2017)
ST: 在全球化进程受到一些非议或者在某些方面有挫折的情况下，中国始终坚持一贯的立场，那就是维护经济全球化，支持自由贸易，这本身就表明中国是要推动开放。
Gloss: Under the circumstances that the course of globalisation is subject to some dispute or setbacks in some aspects, China’s unwavering and consistent position is just to safeguard economic globalisation and to support free trade. This in itself shows that China is to promote opening-up.
TT: China has championed economic globalisation and free trade. That has been China’s consistent position. Although the trend of globalisation has encountered some bumps in the road, I believe this position has shown that China is committed to opening-up.

Example 9 (2010)
ST: 中国是个负责任的国家，中国主张并积极参与国际合作，解决当前国际经济和政治的重大问题。中国对不发达国家实行的援助是不附加任何条件的。
Gloss: China is a responsible country and China advocates and actively partakes in international cooperation to solve the current international economic and political major questions. China’s assistance to the underdeveloped countries has no strings attached whatsoever.
TT: China is a responsible country. China has called for and taken an active part in international cooperation in addressing the major economic and political issues in our world. We have provided assistance with no strings attached to the underdeveloped countries.

5.3. “Government has done/been doing” in interpreted English discourse

Similarly, the 23 concordance lines containing the government+present perfect (continuous) structures are investigated. As the full set of concordance lines illustrates (Fig. 3), the present perfect (continuous) structures show a wide range of positive actions (e.g. achieved, activated, arranged, adopted, earmarked, established, faced up to), thus forging a strong sense of achievement on the part of the Chinese government. For detailed comparison, the concordance lines in English were contrasted critically with their Chinese counterparts.
       Fig. 3. A snapshot of the concordance lines featuring “government has done/been doing”

Statistically, as seen in Table 3, only 8 out of the 23 instances were directly triggered by explicit present perfect (continuous) markers in the Chinese STs (34.8%). Put differently, in a majority of cases (65.2%), the interpreters have gravitated towards using the present perfect (continuous) structures. This is exemplified in the following bilingual examples.
1998	1999	2000	2001	2002	2003	2004	2005	2006	2007
0/0	0/0	0/0	0/0	2/3	0/1	0/2	0/0	0/1	0/2
2008	2009	2010	2011	2012	2013	2014	2015	2016	2017
0/0	0/0	0/0	0/1	3/4	0/0	1/4	0/3	2/2	0/0

Table 3 Instances where the present perfect (continuous) structures were directly triggered by the STs

Example 10 (2007)
ST: 政府工作走过了四个年头，它告诉我们必须懂得一个真理...
Gloss: The government’s work went through four years. It told us that (we) must understand one truth...
TT: This government has been serving the people for four years. The four years of government work has taught me three things...

Example 11 (2014)
ST: 去年，中央政府是把简政放权作为改革的先手棋，我们确实下了不小的力气。到现在一年的时间，仅中央政府下放取消审批事项就是416项。
Gloss: Last year, the central government made the streamlining of administration and delegating of power the top priority for reform. We, indeed, made considerable efforts. Now, within a span of one year, the number of review and approval items delegated and abolished by the central government alone is 416.
TT: Last year, the Chinese government took streamlining administration and delegating power as its top priority on the reform agenda. With tremendous efforts, central government has abolished or delegated to lower-level governments 416 items subject to State Council review and approval.

Example 12 (2004)
ST: 这次中央决定要对中国银行和中国建设银行实行股份制改造，并且注资450亿美元。
Gloss: This time the central (government) decided to, in the BOC and CCB, conduct shareholding reforms and inject 45 billion USD. 
TT: The central government has made the decisive move of adopting shareholding reforms in the BOC and the CCB and has injected capital to the amount of 45 billion USD to these banks to that purpose.

Example 13 (2006)
ST: 中国政府支持互联网的发展和广泛的应用。
Gloss: The Chinese government supports the development of the Internet and its extensive application.
TT: The Chinese government has all along been supportive of the development and extensive application of the Internet.

Example 14 (2003)
ST: 发展个体私营企业等非公有制经济是我们政府坚定不移的方针。
Gloss: Developing such non-public economy as individually owned and privately run enterprises is our government’s unwavering policy.
TT: The government has set a policy, a firm policy to develop the non-public sectors, including the individually-owned and privately-run enterprises.

In these examples, none of the present perfect (continuous) structures in the TTs is triggered by explicit markers in the STs. More specifically, in example 10, the relatively general statement “the government’s work has gone through four years” in Chinese is rendered into English as “this government has been serving the people for four years”, thus explicitly foregrounding the Chinese government as the active agent with concrete institutional presence through interpreting. Notably, the concept “people” (untriggered by the Chinese original) is also brought into the equation. Such emphasis on “people” seems well aligned with Beijing’s increasingly people-oriented approach of governance signalled by the reform and opening-up in 1978. This has helped (re)create a positive image of the government being a dedicated “servant of the people”, suggesting that such service and commitment are a consistent and ongoing process that started in the past, is happening now and is likely to continue into the future.
Similarly, in example 11, the statement “the number of review and approval items delegated and abolished by the central government alone is 416” is rendered into English as the “central government has abolished or delegated to lower-level governments 416 items subject to State Council review and approval”, thus indicating an image of strong action, responsiveness and efficiency. A similar trend can also be found in example 12. In example 13, the utterance “the Chinese government supports” the development of the Internet is interpreted into English as the government “has all along been supportive” of its development with the addition of the intensifier “all along”. The interpreter’s such discursive (re)construction further highlights the government’s long-standing support and consistent commitment.

6. Discussion

A corpus-based CDA study on 20 years of China’s political press conference data (1998-2017) has permitted a relatively systematic analysis of the presentational discourse of China’s past actions and achievements. An investigation of the concordance lines featuring the self-referential items we/China/government relating to the Chinese government identified the use of present perfect (continuous) structures as a prevalent way of (re)presenting China’s past actions and achievements in the interpreted English discourse. Such structures are collocated with strong action verbs (achieved, accomplished, adopted, decided, issued, implemented, and proposed etc.). This indicates a strong level of positive actions, leading to an emphatic sense of positive self portrayal. With a view to establishing the extent to which these predominant structures are triggered by the Chinese originals, detailed critical comparative analyses were conducted. In the self-referential terms examined (we/China/government), approximately only 96 out of a total of 337 concordance lines (28.5%) are directly triggered by relevant markers in the Chinese STs. That is, in 71.5% of the cases, when confronted with the possibility to choose between the simple past and the present perfect (continuous), the interpreters tend to mostly use present perfect (continuous) as the structures of choice in (re)presenting China’s past actions and achievements.
While such shifts from simple past to present perfect (continuous) do not automatically indicate any interpreting errors, they can indeed help establish the interpreters’ habitual tendency in rendering China’s past accomplishments nonetheless. Compared with simple past tense, the present perfect (continuous) emphasises the current and future relevance of a past action and is thus “semantically more loaded” and “more complex” (Davydova 2011, 65). As Kortmann (1995, 194) argues, “whenever there is a choice between two forms differing in structural complexity the speaker should choose the structurally simpler form”. However, “if the speaker selects the complex form instead”, then the listener “is entitled to believe that the relevant utterance may conversationally implicate something by virtue of its taking more effort or taking the speaker further out of his way than some alternative utterance”. Cumulatively, the interpreters’ tendency to use these structures is particularly revealing in China’s overall image (re)construction, which helps indicate a stronger sense of accomplishment than the source speech.
Interestingly, in taking stock of China’s actions and accomplishments, the various instances of the present perfect (continuous) structures often occur in close vicinity of each other as if to provide a checklist (as evidenced in examples 2-4, 9 and 12 above). This constitutes what I term “itemisation”, a frequent feature in (re)presenting China’s past achievements. Such list-like presentation functions as a seemingly authoritative and categorical proclamation of truisms (Flowerdew 2012, 252), which renders the accomplishments even more prominent and rhetorically powerful. Subtle and innocuous this might seem, reeling off a list of the missions accomplished in such a fashion cumulatively leads to a stronger sense of positive self representation and national self-glorification (van der Valk 2003; van Dijk 1997) and helps (re)construct a more positive image of the government being action-oriented, results-focused and efficient with the competence to bring changes to a developing China and the commitment to engaging proactively in the international community.
Such positive (re)presentation in English can have broader sociopolitical significance and implications beyond the immediate press conference setting thanks to the increasingly mediat(is)ed and (re)mediat(is)ed world we live in. The following examples are provided to illustrate how the government-affiliated interpreters’ employment of the present perfect (continuous) structures in English is often picked up, (re)contextualised and quoted verbatim in news articles by domestic and international media outlets. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 illustrate the interpreted discourses quoted intertextually on the Financial Times (FT) website and Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8 show the interpreted discourses (re)contextualised respectively on Nigeria Today (Nigeria), the UPI (United Press International, USA) and the CRI (China Radio International, China) websites.
   Fig. 4. The interpreted discourse (re)contextualised on the Financial Times website
         
          
       Fig. 5. The interpreted discourse (re)contextualised on the Financial Times website

            
        Fig. 6. The interpreted discourse (re)contextualised on the Nigeria Today website






              Fig. 7. The interpreted discourse (re)contextualised on the UPI website                                 


          Fig. 8. The interpreted discourse (re)contextualised on the CRI website  

These examples have highlighted the vital yet often neglected role of interpreters in the international news production, dissemination and circulation processes, which extends far beyond the immediate hic-et-nunc setting of the press conference room (the Great Hall of the People in this case). The interpreters’ extensive employment of the present perfect (continuous) structures, once (re)mediated in mass media, arguably contributes to the discursive legitimisation and the further consolidation of the dominant position of the Chinese government as the chief social actor capable of delivering concrete benefits domestically and effecting change on an international scale. This is of particular interest considering the increasingly performance-based legitimacy (Zhao 2009) found in China’s recent leaderships since the reform and opening-up initiated by Deng Xiaoping in 1978.

7. Conclusions

To conclude, while a lot has been made about the agency and ideological involvement of various sociopolitical actors in monolingual discursive communication, for instance, in political science and (critical) discourse studies, little attention has been paid to the mediating role of interpreters in shaping and (re)constructing reality across languages. This corpus-based CDA analysis marks a modest attempt to bridge this gap. It highlights how the interpreters’ employment of the seemingly insignificant and innocuous present perfect (continuous) structures can be an interesting site of linguistic and discursive engineering. The interpreters’ proliferated use of these structures, cumulatively, helps (re)construct a more positive image of the Chinese government being efficient, proactive and responsive. This discursively leads to an emphatic sense of achievement and the further strengthening and naturalising of the government’s uncontested dominant position as the chief social actor behind China’s day-to-day operation.
As such, this study points towards the vital agency role of interpreters in mediating the already ideological discourse of China’s past actions and achievements, thus further challenging the long-held view that interpreters are accurate and impartial “conduits” (Reddy 1979) featuring non-agency and non-involvement. Discursively, the interpreters’ mediation of China’s discourse on its past actions and achievements leads to an arguably more favourable version of truth, facilitating the more convincing (re)telling of the Chinese story in China’s global voice, that is, English. This is particularly the case given the increasingly mediat(is)ed and (re)mediat(is)ed nature of political discursive communication in our globalised world. 
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the interpreter-mediated press conferences are multimodal in essence, featuring various multisemiotic elements. The corpus-based CDA approach, despite its usefulness in studying the transcribed verbal data, has proven difficult to process and account for the non-textual and non-verbal elements using corpus linguistics tools. As such, it is interesting to further explore the various multimodal elements (e.g. the interpreters’ intonation, voice volume, body language and facial expressions) possibly in a manual manner as an avenue for future research.
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